MINDFUL LEADERSHIP RETREAT

UPGARDE YOUR LEADERSHIP SKILLS IN A TOTALLY UNIQUE WAY

Deep Immersion into Mindfulness for Leaders who seek more…
•

Renew Yourself as a Leader

•

Find Your Core

•

Check-in with Your Authentic Self

•

Explore the Nature of Your Mind

MORE CONNECTION with yourself and the world

•

Learn how to Achieve more with Less

MORE TIME to accomplish what matters

•

Employ Mindful Tools for Everyday Work

MORE BALANCE to thrive in a VUCA World
MORE CLARITY to understand how your Mind operates
MORE PERSPECTIVE to enable clarity and vision

MORE VALUE to inspire and engage others

A Rare Opportunity to Join Our Open

Mindful Leadership Retreat
28th and 29th June 2017
At our Scenic Retreat Centre near Cheltenham, close to M5

Unicorn and Co Academy 2017

"It was a great investment in myself as a leader. These
two days affected me in many profound ways. I was not
new to the concept of Mindful Leadership but I had a
great chance to deepen my experience and network
with like-minded individuals. I am already booked for
the next retreat and plan to bring some of my senior
team members with me."
Kevin Rogers, CEO Paycare

“You are in safe, caring and expert hands with Unicorn&co Academy. It teaches you the importance of managing your mind &
finding balance. Any leader today would benefit from this experience in more ways than they would probably expect.”

Retreat Leaders:
Julie is an ex-Senior HR Professional, Executive Coach and Mindfulness Teacher. A few years ago she experienced a profound personal
transformation through Mindfulness, Meditation and Yoga Practices.
This personal transformation has given her a freedom of choice and she
chose to leave her safe and successful corporate HR career to embark
on the adventure of uncertainty with a mission to share the powerful
transformative tools with the business leaders . These tools haven’t
been taught in schools or university. They are focused on self-mastery,
self-discovery, self-fulfilment and authenticity.
Julie’s approach has been described as very passionate, caring, humorous and engaging. Julie creates a very safe environment for the participants but she also likes to challenge them. She gently invites and allows the process of transformation and personal growth.

Richard Thorpe, Former Leadership Development Lead at Tesco,
Director "WiseHeart"

Natalia Cohen is a Resilience and Mindfulness Coach, Facilitator, TED-x
Speaker

"It was professional and worked well thanks to you. I'm again impressed by your commitment and glad that I came. Sincerely. Learned a
lot and will put even some into practice."
AF, Doctor in Psychiatry, Mental Health at Work Lead, NHS

Early booking discount is available now until 1st May 2017 - £450
Comfortable single rooms and meals are included in the price.
For Booking enquiries please e-mail info@unicornenlight.com

Or call 07793718123. Can’t wait to see you there!!!

Natalia is no stranger to being outside of her comfort zone and has made
an art of embracing and adapting to change. Her understanding of team
dynamics, the importance of a positive mindset and the ability to live in the
moment led her to become part of the first all-female team to row unsupported across the Pacific Ocean. Natalia has never rowed before in her life.

Natalia and the crew completed this challenge in January 2016 setting two
world records and gaining an international following. This was a journey of
just under 9,000 miles from San Francisco, USA to Cairns, Australia in a 29ft
ocean rowing boat.
The expedition was not only a challenge of extreme conditions and perseverance but also a journey within to better understand what makes us
resilient, the importance of being aligned with our values, a positive
mindset and our ability to be present to what is now rather than constantly focusing on the future or dwelling on the past.

